Installation of VisiTrack on a network is easy and only takes a few minutes. The diagram below shows the typical network topology (your computer network may be different) in an office with a server computer and 5 workstations.

VisiTrack is installed on a main computer which acts as the database server. All patient data is stored on this server. Workstations gain access to VisiTrack through the wired Ethernet utilizing a shortcut on the computer “desktop”, or main Windows screen.

Please note that a standard category5(X) type cable Ethernet network is required to be installed to ensure proper functionality of VisiTrack.

VisiTrack can be downloaded from our Internet installation site. Typical installation and setup time of VisiTrack is less than 30 minutes, and around 5 minutes to setup each workstation (only for network installations).

An SQL-based database server (also installed on the server computer) is required for network installations. Database server setup is minimal and factored into the typical 30 minute network installation.

For a single computer, installation and setup takes place in under 15 minutes.